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For the study of particle size distribution in the Si02 sols, methods of a specific turbidity and tur·bidity ratios 
were applied. Distribution parameters of these polydispersions were ,;earched by a 11ume1·ical optimalization 
(SIMPLEX method). Our version of spectmturbi.lity method!! 1s prese1,ted for the distr·ibution analysis of 
.5tandard Si02 sol (Ludox) and for the grnnulvmetric description of a SiCh sol-gel trnnsformation. The best 
estimates of distribution parameters cf Ludox proved a certoin degree of polydispersity with harmony to the 
electrone mic1·0Jcopy. in the aqing proces in S'i02 sols it wos found thr1t rn the initial phases the breadth of 
particle size disfrilmtion increases, whil� fo1· the later aging iutn-vr1/s this pc,mmclcr rlncs 1101 c!in11!Je any 
more, only the size of aggrngates increases. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transmission and transversal methods of classi
cal light scattering have become standard procedures 
with a distribution analysis of diluted colloid disper
sions [l]. From a point of view of an experirner,cal 
simplicity and attainability, the method� of specific 
turbidity and turbidity ratios step into a foreground 
[2). 

In the submitted work, these methods have been 
applied in a modified version for granulometric de
scription of standard "monodisperse" Si02 sol (Lu
dox), as well as for a similar study of the SiO� sol in 
an initial phase of a sol-gel transformn.tion. 

THEORETICAL PART 

The turbidity of a monodisperse system of nnn
absorbing sphencal particles with a radius r is denned 
by a relation [3]:

rcalc (r· m >.) - N1'(r2 Q (r· m >.)
, ' 

-
r,., ) ' (1) 

wit.h Q(r; m, ,\) a scait'"ring coefficient, m a relative 
refractive index (ratio of refractive indexes of a par
ticle and of medium) and >. a wavelength in the 
medium. The numbe:r of scattering particles in a unit 
of volume N can be expressed by: 

N = 

3c 
41'(1·3p2 

with c a mass concentration and p2 a density of dis
'.)ersed particles. 

Scattering coefficient can be expressed with respect 
to the exact Lorcnz-Mie Theory [4, 5] of light scat
teriug by: 

Q (r; m, ..\) = :'.l L (2n + 1)-
1 

(!anJ2 + Jb11 J 2)
n-=cl 

(3) 
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with an , bn Lorenz-Mie coefficients and a-= 2·11'r>.- 1 

is a so called size parameter. 
In case of a polydispersion system of spherical par

ticles, distribution of which is defined by a continual 
ctistributio,1 (usually biparamet.rical) function f(r) the 
relations (1) and (2) must be used in a form of inte
gr.:t!s [6): 
�calc (1· - ·11·1 ') -' �1, v, ') ,I\ -

= N l
r

.o n2 Q (r; m, ..\) f (r; rM, a) cir 

N - -�c:_---�----
- 41'(p2 Ja"° r3f (r; rM, a) dr

(4) 

(5) 

with r ( 1·; 1·1v1 , O") a normalized bi parametric particle 
size distribution function with parameters rM and O". 

By a comhina.,,ion of equations (4) and (5) a rela
tion for a calculation of SfH:cific turbidity of polydis
perse system ( T / c talc can be obtained:

( 
T) calc 

-;; 
(1·M, O", m, >.) =

3 fa°° r2 Q (r; m, ..\) .f (r; rM, u) dr 
4p2 fa"° r3f (r; 1'M, a) dr 

(6) 

From the practical point of view, a inverse problem 
has a more important practical purpose - to define 
a distribution of size particles of the studied poly
dispersed system from measurement of a dependence 
of the turbidity on wavelength. From an experimen-· 
ta] determination of a light attenuation by passing 
through a path length l the relations ( T / c ); = f( c) 
will be obtained, extrapolation of which to an infinite 
dilution values of 

(T) (T)exp 
lim - - -
c-0 C i C i 
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r( -1) , ')"
i
l/2 can be defined for i = 1, 2 ... M values of the s (li) = 

L 
A :!2 U·nin/ (1\1 - 2 

wavelength ,\; of primary radiation. (Here r =
(In lOlog<I>c./<I>)/1 with <I>0, <I> light fluxes of the pri
mary and attenuated radiation). Since a direct inver
sion of the equation (6) is not possible, distribution
parameters are searched by a numerical optimaliza
tion. Assuming, that the values of specific turbidity
have been determined with a constant variance, the 
best estimates of distribution parameters rM and u 

can be obtained by a minimalization of a objective 
function in the form of an nonweighted sum of squares
of deviation between the theoretical and experimental 
values of the specific turbidity: 

( 11) 

( 12) 

M [ r calc T exp] 2 
=� (�) (rM, u, m, ,\;)-(�). 

= min 

(7) 

Instead of specific turbidities it is advisaL!e to mm
imalize the sum of deviation squares of turbidimet
ric ratios T;i. The turbidimetric ratio for two wave
lengths ,\; < ,\i has been introduced with respect to
a validity of the following: 

T;i = (�) / (�) > 1
C >., C >.,

The objective function is then as follows: 

M-1 M 

L L [7;y1c (rM, u, m, ,\;, ,\j ) -17?p] 2 
=

i=l j=i+l 

= m1n 

The objective function is in both instances a func
tion of only two variables rM and u and the minimal
ization can be carried out by a non-gradient method 
or by gradient method with numerical calculation of 
the grac!ient. 

The estimate of standard deviations of pararr:e
ters rM and u can be obtained, if course of function 
U(rM, u) in the vicinity of minimum U(rM, ,r•) is sub
stituted by a quadratic form [6]:

U (1·M, u) = U (rM, a-) - U (r�1, li*) = XT AX (9) 

where X and xT are a column or row vectors of de
viations rM and u from their optimal values r�

1 
and

u• and A is a Hess information matrix. The values of 
deviations s(rM) and s(u) and a covariency of param
eters cov(rM, u) shall be calculated from elements of
an inversion matrix ( A - l )ij as follows: 

( 10) 

cov (rM, li) = (A- l) 12 lJ m in/ (M - 2)

Details of the procedure of the parameter deviation 
estimate have been published in the study [7). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Suitability of the proposed method of calculation 
of Si02 sol distribution parameters has been tested 
on experimental data of the relationship of specific 
turbidity to the wavelength, published by Dezelic and 
Kratochvil [8] for stabilized SiO'.? sol (Luqox), as well 
as on turbidity spectra of Si02 sols, made by natrium 
silicate neutralization [9] 

The calculation of best estimates of parameters of 
the particle size distribution has been carried out by 
a method, stated in the preceding part, according to 
own software, produced in t.he language Fortran. 

The Gauss' distribution and logarithmic distribu
tion of the negative order (NOLD) have been chosen 
for the clescription of particle size distribution in poly
disperse systems: 

f (r; rM, li) = ---i,2- exp [-i 
2 

ln2 .;-J 
(21r) I (Tr L,(i 7 M 

( 13) 

where rM is rnedi.:m of distribution and u is a standard 
deviation In r. 

The minirnalization of the sum of sq11ares of devi
ation between theoretical and experimental specific 
turbidities, relation (7) and (8). has been carried out 
by a Simplex method pursuant to Nelder and Mead 
[10]. Integrals in the equation (6) have been calcu
lated by a trapezoid rnethorl. and using a disc set of 
scattering coefficient values Q(r; m, ,\) tabulated with 
a constant step 6.n- = 0.01. 

Table I quotes experimental data (r/cyxp along 
with calculated Yalues of specific turbidities and the 

Tahle I 

C0mparison of experimental and calculated specific 
turbidities for Ludox 

Sample �fr
x

p I ( !. ) calc NOL 
' C  

I cm2g-1
I 

distr. 
2 -1 

param. nm cm g 

365.5 12.20 11.90 

Ludox 8 404.7 7.94 7.84 TM= 10.4± 

m = 1.100 435.8 5.81 5.80 0.1 nm 

p = 2.279 546.1 2.29 2.32 CT = 0.02± 

gcm-3 
578.0 1 .80 1.84 0.009 
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best distribution parameters estimates NOL for Lu
dox. 

From the point of view of comparison of the ob
tained results with results, quoted in the study [8] it 
must be pointed out, that the authors of the quoted 
study [8] have defined diameters of the Ludox par
ticles for the individual wavelengths >.0 (365.5--578 
nm) within'the range of 10.3-10.7 nm, which proves 
that the tested Ludox sample cannot be considered 
for monodisperse. Certain degree of monodisperi-ity is 
evidenced .. by' results of an electrone microscope t:.tudy 
of this system [11], with reference of which the au
thors are quoLing the standard deviati�n of Ludox 
particles distribution as <T = 0.22 nm. This value is 
identical with the value, that we found using the best 
estimate of a parameter of the Gauss' distribution of 
the studied Ludox <T = 0.23 ± 0.07 nm, \'.bile for i' we 
found the value off =-= 10.4 ± 0.05 nm. 

& 0 

6-

� 
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lC 

0-· 

J 

I 
o.a 

... ... :a 4.4-lo9A1 

Fig. 1. Relationship of log<I>o/<I> = f(log.Xo) for the 
Si02 sol with pH = 7.5 and agir:g intervals t{min}: {1} 
- 60, {2} - 90, {3} - 120, (4) - 180, {S} - JOO. {9}

In a context with another application of a proposed
alternative of the spectroturbidimetry the figure 1 
shows experimental turbidimetric spectrum of a Si02 

sol, arising in the course of neutralization of n?.trium 
silicate with sulphuric acid to the pH = 7.5 for five 
aging intervais, derived from literature [9]. As this 
study does not provide the path length of the scatter
ing system I and definition of the ruass cc:,centration 
of particles c in a system with an ongoing reaction 
is difficult, we have opted for the search of the best 
estimates of sol particle size distribution for a given 
aging mterval the sum of squares of turbidity ratios 
deviations as the objective function (8). 

NOL distributio?1 has been chosen for the distribu
tion function, defining the arising polydisperse sys-
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tern. At the cakulatjon of scattering codficients Q we 
have assumed the rehtive rcfrachve ind�x to be con
stant throughout the .vhole range of >.o and amount
ing to m = 1.09. 

The best estimates of NOL distribution paramet,P,rs 
r·M a.no. er togetl1er with an estimate of their deviation 
are summarized in Table II. 

! 

ToUe I! 

Calculated best estimat�s of NOL distribution 
of Si02 sol for various aging intervals 

i 
.... 

o.n 

l,IJ 

0.01 

60 

90 
120 
180 
300 

(J' 

70± 3 0.13± 0.04 
110± 20

E

0.31± 0.09 
112± 17 0.31± 0.06 
116± 18 0.28± 0.06 
140± 18 0. 27± 0.05
---- ----

---·---------

l 

F'ig. 2. Grnnulometric curncs of Si02 sol in the aging pro
cess. t{min}: {1} - 60, (4) -- 180, {5} - 300. 

Figure 2 shows the changes of polydispersity of the 
studied Si02 sol during its aging. It is evident from 
Table II and Figure '.l, that in the agiug process the 
primary particles form aggregates of larger size. In 
the initial phases of a,ggreg,,,tior. the br,�adth of the 
particle size distribution spreads, while in the later 
aging intervals this parameter distribution does not 
change any more, only its rna.ximum is shifted towards 
higher diameters. Our results are thus complementing 
the results of the experimental SiO� sol study [9], 
where only an inr.rease in the size of aggregates was 
found. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the study of Si02 particle size distribution in 
the sols, methods of a specific turbidity and turbidity 
ratios have been applied. 

Extremely close to the results of the electrone mi
croscopy, the submitted alternative Ji a specific tur
bidity method proved a certain degree of polydisper
sity of the standard Si02 sol (Ludox). With the gran
ulometric description of a Si02 sol - gel transforma
tion it has been found with reference to turbidimet
ric ratios, that in the initial phases of aggregation 
the breadth of the particle size distribution increases, 
while for the later aging intervals this parameter does 
not change any more, only the modal parameter shifts 
towards larger particle diameters. 
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SPECTROTURBIDIMETRICKE �TUDIUM DISTRIPUCIE 
VEl'.KOSTl CASTf C V Si02 SO LOCH 
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Na studium distrib1icie velkosti castic v Si02 s6loch sa 
aplikovali met6dy specifickej turbidity a turbiditnych po
merov. Najlepsic odhady parametrov distribucie sa hlada
li optimalizaciou vaienej, resp. ueva.zenej sumy stvorcov 
odchyliek tcoretickych hodn6t turbidit, (vypocitanych na 
za.klade Mieovej te6rie) a experimenta.lnych hodu6t urce
nych z merani spcktra.lnej zavislosti zoslabenia viditelneho 
svet.la prechodom studovanym disperznym systemom. 

Vysledky distribucnej analyzy standardneho Si02 s6Iu 
(Ludoxu) vo veHni dobrej zhode s elektronovou mikros
kopiou poukaza.li na jeho isty stupeii polydisperzity. Pri 
granulometrickej charkterizacii Si02 castic, vznikajucich 
neutr11.liza.ciou roztokov krcmicitanu sodneho sa na za.kla
de met6dy turbiditnych porr..erov zistilo, ze v proccse star
nutia s6lu docha.dza k zhlukovaniu prima.rnych castic vo 
\'acsie cclky, V doslcdku coho Sa V pociatocnych stadia.eh 
sfrka rozdele!lia vclkosti castic zvysnje, kym pre pokro
i':ilejsie easy sa uz tento parameter nemeni, len moda.lny 
parameter sa posuva k viicsfm polomcrom. 

Obe aplikacie ilustruju dostatocnu citlivosf spektrotur
bidimetrie pri distribucnej aualyze Si02 polydisperzii. 

Obr. 1. Zavislosflog 'Po/'P = f(log Ao) pre sol Si�, pH= 
1,5 a easy jeho starnutia t(min}: (1) - 60, {2} - 90, 
{3} - 120, (4) - 180, (5) - 300. {9}

Obr. 2. Granulometricke krivky Si02 s6lu v procese star
nutia t(min}: {1) - 60, (4) - 180, {5} - 300. 
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